Lesson plan title: Working with notely’s features

Concept/Topic to Teach: Tracking grades through semester

Standards Addressed: Learning how to be precise with grade recording

General Goals: Learn to record grades through semester; Record them correctly and in a timely manner.

Specific Objectives: Learn how to correctly record grades in a grade book.

Required Materials: Notely web page, Internet, and Computer

Anticipatory Set (Lead-In): Introduce Notely web page to students, and explain how to use site.

Step-by-Step Procedures: Introduce website, show demos, practice recording numbers on site, actually perform recording grades, review work and make sure being done correctly.

Plan for Independent Practice: Encourage students to use outside work on recording grades.

Closure (Reflect Anticipatory Set): Encourage student’s use of grade book through site, and review work as they progress with recording grades.

Assessment Based on objectives: Review quality of work on recording grades, and make sure numbers match those of your own grade book compared to students.

Adaptations (For Students with Learning Disabilities): Use of speak and say for deaf students, more involved work of teacher with mentally retarded students.

Extensions (For Gifted Students): Encourage more independent work of students and let them use site more by themselves.

Possible Connections to Other Subjects: Grade book can be used for any subject with a grade scale. This site can be used for multiple uses for many subjects.
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